LIGHTING FOR THE
WORLD’S MOST
BEAUTIFUL GARDENS.

LUMINAIRES WITH
NO COMPROMISES.

evtl.
neues
Stimmungsbild.

It’s true that we can achieve a great deal.
But there’s one thing we don’t want to (and
cannot) do – compete with the effects of
natural light.
The multifaceted nature of daylight simply
cannot be surpassed ... but it can certainly
be supplemented. When the day draws
to an end, staub designlight truly begins
to shine. Our lighting concepts let you
experience your garden in a completely
new way ... by helping to enliven the “world
outside” after sunset.
For more than 20 years, staub designlight
has represented the epitome of atmos
pherically illuminated gardens and pools,
providing convincing arguments for
underlining the beautiful and accentuating
the valuable. staub designlight helps
to structure your garden landscapes,
provides extra orientation and safety on
paths and surfaces and creates pleasing
axes of light. staub designlight turns plants
into garden art, puts architecture in a
favourable light and creates romantic and
spectacular effects.

LIGHT IS LIFE.
AND NOT ONLY
DAYLIGHT.
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Light is life. Light is atmosphere.
We strive to ensure this every day.
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Roger Gosztola
Head of Sales

IP 68TESTED
100 % waterproof

Many of our luminaires have been in use for over 20 years.
This is what we mean by “staub designlight quality”.

Jürg Furrer
Production Manager

Daniel Wirth
Executive
Management

IN-HOUSE
PRODUCTION
Swiss
quality product

STAUB DESIGNLIGHT STANDS
FOR MAXIMUM QUALITY.

7-year warranty on staub
designlight luminaires

Quality begins with a train of thought. In other
words, it begins with people – with the entire
staub designlight team.
We regard the quality of our products as our
clearly defined mission. Maximum reliability
for maximum satisfaction of our partners and
their customers – this is our promise, which
guides our actions and creates the high
standards against which we measure our
selves every single day! Our customers, in
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turn, know exactly what staub designlight
delivers. They also know that, although top
quality is never cheap, investing in the best
always pays off in the long term. This is
repeatedly confirmed by enthusiastic owners
of garden luminaires from all over the world,
even after decades.
Trouble-free operation over 20 years –
this is what staub designlight means by
“lived sustainability”!

YEARS

Uncompromising reliability for over 20 years – perfection made in Switzerland.

WARRANTY
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10 THINGS THAT ARE
IMPORTANT TO US AND
TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

SAFETY

DURABILITY

We specialise in lighting solutions

Many staub designlight luminaires

for sophisticated outdoor installations.

are still working perfectly after 20 years.

And this focus can also be seen in our products:

In order to install luminaires outdoors – whether in

staub designlight is the epitome of high quality

the ground, in brickwork or under water – there must

and safety – and not just in Switzerland.

be no weak points in terms of the material quality and
construction. As quality leaders in our industry,

WATERTIGHTNESS

From in-house development and production to

we provide a 7-year warranty on all staub

DESIGN

expert support for your planning tasks,

designlight luminaires. This is maximum

“Well-designed products should never

providing maximum added value

draw attention to themselves.” staub

for our customers.

quality – made in Switzerland!

The absolute reliability of our luminaires

designlight luminaires have always embodied

is a maxim for us and our customers.

this maxim to perfection: timelessly elegant design

All staub designlight luminaires are suitable for use

meets premium yet discreet materials.

above and under water – without restriction! staub

Whether for minimalist or opulent garden

designlight luminaires are tested in accordance
with the IP 68 industrial standard and are

EXPERIENCE

therefore guaranteed to be watertight.

For more than 20 years, staub designlight

Continuous innovation and the
ongoing improvement of our product
range are cornerstones of our company’s
identity. We always listen to our customers

SIMPLICITY

architecture, whether for sculptural museums

SERVICE

or luxuriant water landscapes – our

At staub designlight, good service

Luminaires from staub designlight

products blend inconspicuously and yet

begins during the project planning phase

put you in full control of multifaceted light

confidently into your garden design.

for your outdoor installations. Our experts –

presentations. Our state-of-the-art wireless

INNOVATION

we consistently live our philosophy of

and keep a watchful eye on new garden
trends and themes. As a result, our latest
products constantly provide fresh
inspiration for creative designers of
fascinating outdoor areas.

brought on board ahead of time – will be delighted

has been the institution in the field of outdoor

remote controls for iPhone, iPad, Android or PC ensure

to help you find the ideal lighting concept for your

lighting. The joy of creative lighting meets

intuitive and future-proof operation. Furthermore, your

garden plans. The efficient interaction of all parties

landscape gardener will be delighted by our ready-

ensures that you will be more than thrilled with

to-connect equipment – thanks to our 12/24V

the end result – for example, with your new

basis for lighting concepts that delight
garden owners worldwide.

MODULARITY
When it comes to constructing, extending or
converting sophisticated outdoor installations, light
is often a central theme. So it’s just as well that the staub
designlight modular system is based on a virtually
unlimited modular design. In other words, the
majority of our luminaires can be easily
combined with each other!

low-voltage system, installation takes no
time at all.

INDIVIDUALISM

atmospheric “outdoor living room” after

Gardens have personalities. Just like their

that good service never ends!

sunset. And by the way, we also believe

owners. Our range of luminaires is designed
to emphasise the unique character of outdoor
installations in a discreet yet unmistakable way.
With luminaires that subordinate themselves to
your ideas thanks to unobtrusive aesthetics,
but whose effects wonderfully accentuate
your garden’s design.

IP 68TESTED

100
%
waterproof
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Ask your garden
planner about the staub
designlight DEMO CASE.
Test our luminaires in
your own garden!

YEARS

Swiss perfection – this creates the optimum

WARRANTY

SWISS QUALITY
PRODUCT
“THE ORIGINAL”
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GARDEN.
WATER. LIGHT.

PATHS
STEPS
STAIRS

BUILDINGS
GARAGES

Whether indoors or outdoors, above or under water –
staub designlight means design without limits.

ENTRANCES
DRIVEWAYS

PATIOS
BALCONIES

WALLS
FENCES

We deliver pure inspiration! Gardens have
real personalities, which is what makes
them so unique. Thanks to our wide range of
different lighting concepts, you are sure to
find beautiful ideas and the perfect equip
ment for your garden on the following pages!
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OBJECTS
SCULPTURES

TREES
HEDGES
BUSHES
POOLS
PONDS
FOUNTAINS
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MAKE LIGHT WORK OF
PERFECTION.
Create an impression – with restrained yet stylish elegance!

Maxispot

Use effective lighting to perfectly
underline and accentuate the
transition from daylight to twilight.
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IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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CREATE A COLOURFUL
NOCTURNAL SPECTACLE.
staub designlight accentuates your garden to
perfection – even after sunset.
Angle Spot

Purist yet breathtaking – a real challenge.
staub designlight masters this down to the last detail.
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Superspot

IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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BATHED IN THE
BEST LIGHT.

Create wonderful accents that not only
incorporate the element of water, but also
emphasise it wonderfully and highlight its
unique properties.

Create a breathtaking interplay of light – both
above and under water.

Ultraspot

Megaspot
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IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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ENSURE A WARM
WELCOME.
Feel right at home – from the moment you pull into
the driveway.

Gigaspot

Angle Spot

Just like your garden, your
guests will be literally beaming!
For amazing highlights that
leave a lasting impression.
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IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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AS THE DAY DRAWS
TO A CLOSE, STAUB
DESIGNLIGHT TURNS
ON THE LIGHTS.

Extend your outdoor living space even
after sunset – with the perfect lighting
from staub designlight.

Megaspot

staub designlight – the first choice for atmospheric
gardens, pools and outdoor installations.

Down Light
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IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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Honeycomb
Spot Super

ATMOSPHERIC
HIGHLIGHTS.

Superspot
Compact

Bring a warm glow to cool nights and enliven
your garden.

Exclusive installations, modern gardens and
extravagant outdoor features deserve to be
shown in the best light – in other words,
via lighting concepts by staub designlight!
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IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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Maxispot

Megaspot

ATMOSPHERIC
SIGNPOSTS.

Technology that delights ... by illuminating
the big stage and the catwalk for others to
strut their stuff! When will you put on your
first show?

Add bright accents and increase safety – in style.
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IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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Maxispot

Stilys

PAINTING WITH
LIGHT AND SHADOWS.

No matter how complex your lighting concept
may be – at staub designlight you are
guaranteed to find a solution. For example,
we offer the ideal lighting solutions to
increase safety on stairs and paths.
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staub designlight makes you an artist – create unique
lighting masterpieces!

IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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Linear Line Micro

THE ARCHITECTURE OF LIGHT.

Most of our luminaires
can be combined with
each other

Maxiflex
Down Light
Superspot
Compact
Waveline
Flash light

IN-HOUSE
PRODUCTION

Flat Light
Angle Spot

Cosmospot

Swiss
quality product

Linear Line Opal

Perfect design
meets perfect quality
– in beautiful and rust
proof stainless steel

Maxispot

Ultraspot

Topspot

Megaspot

Honeycomb Spot
square

Ultraflex

IP 68TESTED
100 % waterproof

Spotlight
Superspot

Waveline Edge
Stilys

YEARS

Superspot Effect

7-year warranty
on all staub designlight
luminaires

Superspot Mini

WARRANTY

Block Light
Tube
Light
Megaspot
Pool

Gigaspot

Microspot

Megaflex

Very long life,
low power consumption
and low heat generation

Curveline
Honeycomb Spot
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GUIDELINE VALUES TO HELP YOU
CHOOSE THE PERFECT LUMINAIRE.

ULTRASPOT

staub designlight has the ideal luminaire for every requirement.

Maxispot / Superspot / Superspot Compact
4.5 m

Ultraspot / Superspot Mini

MAXISPOT

3.6 m
2.7 m
1.8 m

1.8 m

0.9 m

0.9 m

1 W / 10°
Light cone: ø approx.
0.3 m
Beam range: approx.
2.5 m

1 W / 20°
Light cone: ø approx.
0.4 m
Beam range: approx.
1.5 m

1 W / 30°

3 W / 16°

Light cone: ø approx.
0.6 m
Beam range: approx.
1m

Light cone: ø approx.
1m
Beam range: approx.
4m

3 W / 22°
Light cone: ø approx.
1.2 m
Beam range: approx.
3m

3 W / 36°
Light cone: ø approx.
1.4 m
Beam range: approx.
2m

5.4 m

12.6 m

4.5 m

10.8 m

Stainless steel

MEGASPOT

Gigaspot

Megaspot / Honeycomb Spot / Cosmospot

Stainless steel
Retro Bronze

Stainless steel
SDL-Black

9.0 m

3.6 m

7.2 m
2.7 m

5.4 m

1.8 m

3.6 m

0.9 m

1.8 m

9 W / 14°
Light cone: ø approx.
1.5 m
Beam range: approx.
6m
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Many of our
spotlights are
available in three
elegant colours

9 W / 20°
Light cone: ø approx.
2m
Beam range: approx.
5m

9 W / 40°
Light cone: ø approx.
3m
Beam range: approx.
4m

GIGASPOT
13 W / 27°
Light cone: ø approx.
6m
Beam range: approx.
15 m

13 W / 35°
Light cone: ø approx.
8m
Beam range: approx.
10 m

13 W / 53°
Light cone: ø approx.
10 m
Beam range: approx.
8m

The luminaires from staub designlight
set the tone in the world’s most
beautiful gardens. At the request of
countless renowned garden designers,
we can supply these icons of illumi
nation in three timelessly elegant
housing colours. staub designlight:
perfect design meets perfect quality.
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SETTING A SHINING
EXAMPLE.
staub designlight combines perfect design with
perfect quality. Our experience speaks for itself.

“staub designlight
is an innovative and creative
company that produces precise
luminaires – just the way I need them!

“The high quality,
modern designs and
professional consulting
convinced us.

The high quality I receive, from the
initial consultation to the luminaires
themselves, is very important for my
projects.”

staub designlight is the perfect
address for all our lighting needs.”
Marion Huggel
Managing Director
Kobel Gartengestaltung AG

Jan Hauser
Designer / Owner
Outdoor decorator
Jan Hauser AG
“We attach great importance
to high-quality solutions, both in
the planning and implementation
of our gardens.
Which is why we only use products
that meet our high standards in terms of
design and functionality.”
Brian Wiss
Certified master gardener
Berger Gartenbau

“I’ve been selling
garden luminaires from
staub designlight for 11 years
and every single one still works
perfectly to this day.

“With passion and
professional expertise I will
decorate your garden with light
and thus improve the ambience and
atmosphere of your living space.

I was looking for a product that was versatile
and easy to install with premium technology
and a very attractive, yet simple design. ”

staub designlight
is the perfect partner for this.”

Fabian Meier
Landscape gardener HF
Owner, F Design
Landscape AG
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Markus Mai
Water Technology and
Garden Lighting
Gartenkultur AG

IP
68

IP 68-tested: 100% waterproof!

7-YEAR WARRANTY!

Swiss quality product “THE ORIGINAL”
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“I use staub designlight
luminaires first and foremost
because they are reliable in terms
of their functionality, i.e. they are
watertight. Good service and availability
of spare parts, and a seven-year warranty.
Short delivery times and good availability
of the lights we use the most. With a
competent team pulling the strings.”

“I use staub designlight
luminaires because they combine
quality, functionality and design.”

Sepp Hager
Managing Director
LUCE Elektro AG

Alois Seiler
Managing Director / Owner
Seiler Gärten AG
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“The convincing high quality
and support we receive from
staub designlight provides exactly
what we need for our customers.”
Ralph Hoffmann
Owner
Gartencenter Hoffmann AG
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